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The electromagnetic apparatus plays an important role in high power electrical systems. It is of great

importance to provide an effective approach for the optimization of the high power electromagnetic apparatus.

However, premature convergence and few Pareto solution set of the optimization for electromagnetic apparatus

always happen. This paper proposed a modified multi-objective particle swarm optimization algorithm based

on the niche sorting strategy. Applying to the modified algorithm, this paper guarantee the better Pareto

optimal front with an enhanced distribution. Aiming at shortcomings in the closing bounce and slow breaking

velocity of electromagnetic apparatus, the multi-objective optimization model was established on the basis of

the traditional optimization. Besides, by means of the improved multi-objective particle swarm optimization

algorithm, this paper processed the model and obtained a series of optimized parameters (decision variables).

Compared with other different classical algorithms, the modified algorithm has a satisfactory performance in

the multi-objective optimization problems in the electromagnetic apparatus.
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1. Introduction

With the rapid development of the weaponry such as

the space station, the all-electric aircraft and the armored

car, the requirement of the electrical systems is becoming

higher and higher. The requirement specifically aims at

the increment of power capacity, the improvement of

reliability, the uninterrupted power supply and the auto-

matic management of load. Hence the demand of high

power electrical switch device is strongly promoted by

the trend in higher electric power, and the research,

experiment and production of switching device (including

contactors) is facilitated by the trend [1-3]. However, the

performance of the switching device, such as the voltage,

the time, the closing velocity and the breaking velocity, is

directly decided by the electrical and mechanical para-

meters. And the lifetime of the switching device is effect-

ed by the performance of the device. Therefore, it’s

highly important to provide an effective approach for the

optimization of the high power electromagnetic apparatus.

The optimization of the electromagnetic apparatus dynamic

characters is a multi-objective non-linear problem of the

parameter, and the constraint is included in the optimi-

zation. Nowadays the related research at home and abroad

mostly focused on the heuristic intelligent algorithms like

the genetic algorithm. Nevertheless, most papers aimed at

single target optimization without the consideration of

several targets at the same time. The adjusting parameters

of the electromagnetic apparatus were optimized by

experimental design and analysis [4]. Studies were carried

out on the optimization design of electromagnetic ap-

paratus by classical algorithms such as artificial fish-

swarm algorithm and genetic algorithm [5-7]. However

the foregoing researches were still integrated into a single-

objective problem, which couldn't be figured out simply

by distributing some coefficients ignoring their own physical

meanings.

Particle swarm optimization algorithm (PSO) has been

applied into the nature science because of its rapid con-

vergence and strong exploration, and also achieved rapid

development in the multi-objective optimization problem

in these years. However, the prematurity is resulted by

rapid convergence inevitably. The improvement of the

problem is urgently needed and lots of study works were
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carried out on it. Distance Sorting Multi-objective Particle

Swarm Optimization (DSMOPSO) was built based on

rank sort of crowding distance with the elitist strategy.

What’s more, a small ratio mutation was introduced to the

inner swarm to enhance the global searching capacity of

the algorithm and the number of Pareto optimal solutions

could be controlled [8]. Angle Clustering Multi-objective

Particle Swarm Optimization (ACMOPSO) algorithm

was proposed by Kent in the design of aviation control

system, and in the algorithm mapping and clustering

analysis was applied [9]. To solve the electromagnetic

optimization problem, modified Particle Swarm Optimi-

zation algorithm based on Gaussian distribution probability

operator and considering mimicking territorial dispute

between groups were applied respectively [10-12]. The

general shortages still exist in kinds of multi-objective

electromagnetic optimization problems such as the diver-

sity and the distribution of the Pareto solutions.

Aiming at these problems, this paper designs an im-

proved PSO algorithm with the niche sorting strategy, and

the algorithm is successfully applied to the optimization

of the high power plunger electromagnetic apparatus. The

diversity and the distribution can be well guaranteed with

the niche sorting, and the exploration ability can be en-

hanced simultaneously. Compared with traditional ortho-

gonal experimental design and classical algorithm (NSGA-

II), the improved algorithm has a satisfactory performance

in the multi-objective optimization problems of the electro-

magnetic apparatus.

2. Multi-objective Particle Swarm 
Optimization algorithm based on the 

niche sorting

2.1. Standard Particle Swarm Optimization

Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm (PSO) was pro-

posed by psychologist Kennedy and electrical engineer

Eberhart. PSO is a kind of swarm intelligence algorithm

inspired by the birds interactive searching the best

position of the group and individuals. PSO is described as

follows.

 (1)

 (2)

The parameters  and  in (1) and (2) are the

velocity and position of the particle i at the iteration k and

dimension d, while  and  mean the individual

historical best position and global best position. The

variable w is the inertia weight, which controls how the

previous velocity affects the current one. A big coefficient

helps to jump out of the local minimums, while a small

coefficient is beneficial for the convergence and precision

of the algorithm. Constants c1 and c2 are called learning

factor, indicating how the global best position and

individual historical best position influence on velocity.

Constant r is a random number at the interval [0, 1].

The PSO is called standard particle swarm optimization

algorithm (SPSO) when the inertia weight w is linearly

decreasing.

2.2. Niche Sorting Multi-objective Particle Swarm

Optimization (NSMOPSO)

The global best positions and individual historical best

positions are the key factors for turning SPSO algorithm

into MOPSO, whereas they are not unique any more for

multi-objective problems. In this paper, the niche sorting

multi-objective particle swarm optimization algorithm is

introduced based on the MOPSO and the NSMOPSO

structure as follows: 

Step 1. Initiate particles swarm NP; generate the initial

position X0 randomly and set the initial individual histo-

rical best position P = X0; generate the initial velocity V0

randomly; set the outer space Ns as null.

Step 2. Evaluate the objective functions of every

particle, and take the Pareto solutions into the outer space.

Step 3. Evaluate the fitness Fi of per individual in outer

space and rank the individuals by the decreasing order of

the fitness, and the fitness is stated as (3); take the particle

of the largest fitness as the global best position.

 (3)

where Ns is the number of individuals in the niche, and Si
is the sharing degree of particle i, as shown in (4).

 (4)

where fsh(dij) is the sharing function between particle i and

particle j, and it is defined by (5). The larger fsh(dij) is, the

closer Xi and Xj is.

 (5)

where dij stands for the distance between particle i and

particle j, α is the control parameter, and σshare is the

predefined sharing radius.

Step 4. Update the position x and velocity v of particle i

by the equation (1) and (2); obtain new individual best
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position and the global best position. The inertia weight

coefficient w adopts the linear differential decreasing

strategy as shown in (6) and (7).

 (6)

 (7)

Compared with the classical linear decreasing strategy

taken by SPSO, the exploration of NSMOPSO at the

early stage could be wider, it has faster convergence speed

in the late period. Hence, the algorithm performance has

been improved a lot.

Step 5. Update the outer space Ns by the Pareto solutions

of current particles. 

Step 6. Delete the particles of rather small fitness if the

individual number exceeds limits.

Step 7. Judge whether it is terminate condition (algorithm

converges or reaching maximum cycling times) or not. If

not, go to Step 3, else output the Pareto solutions.

3. The Optimization of the Electromagnetic 
Dynamic Characters Based on NSMOPSO

3.1. The numeral solution of dynamic characters on

the high power straightly-acting electromagnetic appa-

ratus

The structure of the high power straightly-acting electro-

magnetic apparatus is shown in Fig. 1. The steps of the numeral solution are shown in Fig. 2.

Firstly, set the parameters, such as the calculation step,

coil drop time and collision parameter. Initialize para-

meters of the armature position, armature velocity, coil

current, flux linkage and so on. Then, compute the flux

linkage at the next moment with the voltage-equilibrium

equation. Get the coil current from the sheet of flux

linkage and armature position. Then get the electromag-

netic force and reaction force separately. On this basis,

solve the kinetic mathematical model by Runge-Kutta

algorithm. Finally, save data and get the dynamic characters.

3.2. Objective functions and optimal variables

Considering the problems of closing bounce and weak

breaking ability existed in the power straightly-acting

electromagnetic apparatus, the contact closing velocity

and the armature breaking velocity are proposed as the

objective functions. The contact closing velocity influences

the bounce strength while the armature breaking velocity

decides the momentum of the rod and the breaking ability

of the contacts. A small contact closing velocity is requir-

ed to reduce the bounce while a large armature breaking
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Fig. 1. Structure of the high power straightly-acting electro-

magnetic apparatus.

Fig. 2. Flowchart of the numeral solution of the dynamic char-

acters.
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velocity is suggested to enhance the breaking ability.

Therefore, the optimal design should be a multi-objective

problem and the objective functions are the contact

closing velocity and the armature breaking velocity.

(1) Contact closing velocity v1. The contact velocity vc
can be obtained by the numeral solution applied in the

kinetic model of electromagnetic apparatus. The vc-t

curve is shown in Fig. 3. The contact velocity increases to

the largest when the contact position reaches the closing

point, as depicted in (8).

 (8)

(2) Armature breaking velocity v2. The armature velocity

va can be obtained similar to the closing velocity. The va-t

curve is shown in Fig. 4. The armature velocity decreases

to the minimum value when the contact breaks out, as

depicted in (9).

 (9)

In this case, the stiffness coefficients and initial forces

of the two springs are selected as the optimal parameters

(k1, k2, F10, F20) because the reaction force is totally

provided by the springs. Then, the optimal functions are

defined as equation (10) and (11).

 (10)

(11)

3.3. Constraint condition

(1) Feasible region (boundary condition). Particles are

limited to explore in the feasible region. The stiffness

coefficient (k) of the spring is mainly subjected to material

and the manufacturing process ( ). At the

same time, the electromagnetic attraction force should

cooperate well with the reaction force. Besides, the reac-

tion force shouldn't be larger than the attraction force at

pick-up voltage otherwise it will not be able to work

properly. Therefore, the initial force of spring has its own

domain ( ).

(2) Other index constraints. Particles should be evaluated

not only by the objective functions but also by the other

index constraints. In this case, another target called pick-

up time is defined as the index constraint. The pick-up

time indicates how long it takes for contact being closed

totally after the coil is charged. The pick-up time is

shown in Fig. 5, and it is limited in certain range by

manufacturer ( ). 

v1 = max vc( )

v2 = min va( )

f1 = min v1( )

f2 = min v2( )

k kmin, kmax[ ]∈

F Fmin, Fmax[ ]∈

t tmax≤

Fig. 3. (Color online) The contact position and velocity.

Fig. 4. (Color online) The armature velocity and contact posi-

tion. Fig. 5. (Color online) The sketch of pick-up time.
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3.4. The multi-objective optimization process of dynamic

characters of electromagnetic apparatus

The multi-objective optimization of dynamic characters

of electromagnetic apparatus is the interactive process.

During the optimization, the NSMOPSO algorithm interacts

with the numeral solution module of dynamic characters,

aiming at searching for the best Pareto front. The

flowchart is illustrated in Fig. 6.

3.5. Experimental results and analysis

In this section, the proposed NSMOPSO is compared

with traditional orthogonal experimental design and classical

genetic algorithm (NSGA-II) applied in the 400V/400A

high power straightly-acting contactor. The boundary

conditions and constraint are depicted in Table 1.

Considering the quite long time cost by the dynamic

characters module, the number of particles and iterations

shouldn't be too large. Therefore, the number of indivi-

duals is set to 20 and the maximum number of iterations

for all algorithms is 40. Other parameters of NSMOPSO

algorithm are: the inertia weight coefficient wstart = 0.9,

wend = 0.4, the learning factor c1 = c2 = 2, the predefined

sharing radius σshare = 1, and the control parameter α = 1.

The results are presented in Fig. 7 and Table 2. Accord-

Fig. 6. Flowchart of the NSMOPSO algorithm interacting with the numeral solution module of dynamic characters.

Table 1. Boundary conditions and index constraint.

k1 (N/m) k2 (N/m) F10 (N) F20 (N) t (s)

min 15000 300 1 20 0

max 20000 1000 10 5 0.02 Fig. 7. (Color online) The Pareto front of different algorithms.
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ing to the result, the proposed NSMOPSO algorithm has

better exploration ability than orthogonal experimental

design and classical genetic algorithm, which is inflected

by the extreme solutions. What’s more, the NSMOPSO

algorithm has better distribution with a nice compromise

solution.

Above all, the proposed NSMOPSO algorithm achieves

quite a good performance in the solution of multi-

objective optimization problem in the electromagnetic

apparatus. It can effectively avoid premature convergence

and converge rapidly. What’s more, it can also make the

distribution be wide and uniform and guarantee the

diversity of the solutions. As a result, it can get the Pareto

optimal solution set and keep the individual distribution

uniform. Besides, the optimal solution can be chosen

from the Pareto optimal solution set by practical pre-

ference or requirement for practical decision-making. It

provides a reasonable way to optimize the electromag-

netic apparatus instead of blindly dealing with weight

percentages for multi-objective optimization problem. 

4. Conclusions

In this paper, an improved multi-objective optimization

algorithm named as niche sorting MOPSO has been

introduced to solve the multi-objective optimization pro-

blem of the high power electromagnetic apparatus. The

application analysis shows that NSMOPSO algorithm can

avoid effectively premature convergence, realize conver-

gence rapidly, and achieve wider and more uniform Pareto

solution set than traditional orthogonal experimental design

and classical genetic algorithm (NSGA-II). It provides a

reasonable way to optimize the electromagnetic apparatus

and decreases the blindness.
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Table 2. Comparison of different algorithms for the dynamic

characters.

Optimal 

algorithm

Extreme solution Compromise solution

Closing 

velocity 

minimum

(m/s)

Breaking 

velocity 

minimum

(m/s)

Closing 

velocity

(m/s)

Breaking 

velocity

(m/s)

NSMOPSO 0.5874 −2.494 0.936 −2.289

Orthogonal 1.02 −2.317 − −

NSGA-II 0.9906 −2.383 1.071 −2.275


